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Basingstoke Canal Restoration

The Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society’s 70-ton steam powered dredger with attendant
mud barge and tug clearing the Basingstoke Canal at Sandy Hill Bridge, Winchfield in
Hampshire.
(Photo: Dieter Jebens)
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Editorial
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silence from Melbury towers,so I assume that the Board are still insisting on that cable
coming up, after all it’s not their money this time, is it?
How about a comment, gentlemen?

Talking of comment, two of our main advertisers have decided that they no longer wish to
do business with Windlass. This means two things. Firstly more of the cost of the magazine
will have to be borne by the Region, and secondly we have to find more copy to fill the
vacant pages. So, here we go again. Windlass will be more than grateful to receive its first
(under this Editor) unsolicited article from Region membership. We will also be glad to
accept any advertising generated by members, particularly as this is another one of those
hidden ways of helping to contribute to IWA funds.
Windlass circulates to nearly 5000 homes, which must mean that it’s very good value to any
potential advertiser. Advertising rates are published towards the back of the magazine and
we will be glad to discuss artwork requirements if necessary. The press and copy dates for
the next few months are printed at the end of this editorial, and we look forward to
receiving both copy and advertising material for the nextissue.
I have just finished LTC Rolt's “Landscape with Canals”” a marvellously evocative book
of the early post-war compaigning for the very life of the canal system. (As an aside - if you
have any book-tokens or Christmas money left over, buy it for yourself as a New Year
present, it really is a fascinating book.) However, I would like to mention the closing
chapters of the book which tell of Rolt's departure from IWA and how hefelt he was misunderstood. It makes heartbreaking, almost emotional, reading and I mention it for this
reason. IWA was founded almost as a direct result of his famous book ‘‘Narrowboat’’ and
yet at the first National Rally at Market Harborough, which was also one of his ideas, he
was virtually ostracised, because his motives were misunderstood. Elsewhere in this issue
are letters and comment about involvement in IWA’s work and aims, a soap box on which
I have also been known to stand. Can I make a plea. If we all tried to work harder for the
good ofthe waterways and tried to make such criticism as is necessary constructive rather
than destructive then IWA could become even more effective. They are, after all, our
waterways, let’s work together for the good of the waterways and not against ourselves
which is also against the waterways. We need the Rolts of the 70’s in IWA, we dare not cast
them out.
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The 1979 Shell Inland Waterways Restoration Awards.
At a press conference in October John Bamberg, Regional Sales Manager for Shell UK Oil
South East Region, announced the launching of the 1979 Restoration Awards Scheme. He
discussed some of the projects of the £6,000 1977 Awards which ranged from the repair of
lock gates on the Wey and Arun Canalto restoring a boathouse and iron bridge on the
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Thames at Maidenhead.
One group rescued an iron workboa
for about 70 years.
Another band of volunteers put Sh

River Soar.
He then gave details of the £20,000 1
Four categories of projects will be e
Restoration or improvement of navi
Restoration work on otherstretches
Restoration and conservation work
Improvement and enhancementof t
access, providing waterside facilities
Projects will again be judged on a re
of IWA.
The scheme opens on 1 November a
But projects do not have to be comp
been achieved so far and what can b
Mr Bamberg went on to say that Wa
relaxation and leisure but unfortune
are in need of some form of restorat
during the first year of the scheme
incentive for groups to undertake
create amenities for the whole of the

Mike West, IWA South East Regio

the aims of the Inland Waterways A
the information of the press and
retention and development of inle
commercial and recreational use.
The Shell Inland Waterways Resto
aims, particularly in respect of water
Every weekend throughout the yea
and talent in working on many wa
was interesting to consider who these
Mike felt that he couldn’t speak
reasons. Firstly, he believed that the
British heritage as, say, the Tower
homes and he wanted to play his pa
men.
Although this may have sounded so
unaccountable reason he found gre

stickiest, smelliest kind. There wa
dereliction. The modern expressior
waterway restoration and he suspect
He then went on to say that everyon
to time by shortage of cash. Unforu:
an airline pilot can drive a dumper
none of them can provide the neces
make best use of the available lab:
support the volunteer labour with th
advice which is sometimes needed or
As an example, IWA has recently
Canal and in doing so has commit

£100,000.
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In this context the £20,000 being injected into the system by Shell may not appear to be a
very large sum in relation to the millions of pounds required to put the whole waterways
system in good order, and these Awards should be considered in the light of the incentive
provided when much of the work actually carried out might not have been started without
the Scheme.
During 1977, for example, relatively small contributions to many local groups enabled
them to complete projects which had been held up for the want of a few pounds to hire a
piece of mechanical equipment for few hours.
In the 1977 Award Scheme 15 projects in the South-East Region benefitted from awards
under the Scheme. All of these have resulted in an improvement to our environment. Some
of these projects will now be complete but others are on-going and will, by now, have

progressed to a new phase. He ended by saying that he hoped that the promotors of these
projects, together with those who did not enter in 1977, or who have recently commenced
restoration, will take advantage of this opportunity to benefit from the 1979 scheme.
We suggest that South East Region restoration groups give serious consideration to the new
Awards scheme as there are now funds available to help bring your particular project closer
to completion.

The Chelmsford Basin
“What is the future of Chelmsford Basin” is the question frequently asked by local
waterway enthusiasts. This feature, almost unknown outside the waterways world is the
terminal basin of the Chelmer and Blackwater Canal, located near the town centre close to

Springfield Road and served, appropriately, by Navigation Road and Wharf Road. It was
built, together with its half-mile approach channel and single lock, in 1797.
Earlier schemes for the canalisation of the River Chelmer proposed that the terminal
wharves should be located next to Moulsham Bridge, but the final scheme authorised by
Parliament and subsequently implemented proposed the construction of the present basin,
then within the parish of Springfield, for reasons of land tenure. In consequence, there is
no navigable connection between the rivers in the town centre and the canal, other than a

modern set of boat rollers around Kings Head Meadow sluices.
In the early days of the navigation the land around the basin was divided up and let to
many different persons for wharves for handling diverse cargoes, including coal, lime, slate
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and stone. In 1819 a gas works was established nearby, making use of the canal for the
passage of coal. Over the subsequent years the Gas Works, now part of Eastern Gas Board,

and Brown and Son Ltd. absorbed the different users until they became almost the only
landowners adjacent to the basin.
However, the basin remained in commercial use until 1972, when Brown & Son Ltd. ceased
to ship foreign timber up the navigation. Since then, the basin and approach channel have

been completely disused, and Springfield Lock is unusable due to vandalism. Now,
however, comes the news that the Canal Company are proposing, during 1978, to restore
the lock to full working order, but at the same time to review the entire function of the
basin, lock and approach channel.
It seems unlikely that the basin and approach channel will ever attract many visiting
pleasure craft as part of their normal cruising range, as a more attractive location to
complete a cruise to the county town is immediately below Kings Head MeadowSluices on
the river, where it is both wide and deep and makes a very pleasant and convenient
overnight moorings.
One wonders, therefore, what the future of this part of the canal can be. One possibility, of
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was apparent that the director had developed quite an affection for the boat. He spentall
of the morning recording her going through and coming out of the same bridge hole. First
shooting from the towpath, then the bridge, then the otherside of the bridge and then the
towpath on the further side of the bridge. This, of course, meant reversing the boat
through the bridge hole three times, which as you can imagine is not a quick and simple
job! Then finally the boat had to be reversed a fourth time to enable the production team,

with all their video recording equipment and generatorsetc.to be loaded into the boat. All

this to-ing and fro-ing had taken 3 hours and the boat was still where she had been before
recording started. The production team, however, satisfied that they had done a good

morning’s work decided to break for lunch.
Whilst the team was relaxing it was interesting to hear that two of the them were very much
in favour of the greater use of London’s waterways having suffered in the past from the
advancing bulldozers of the motorway planners. One lone voice was not so sure: the programme research assistant, thinking she had done her homework well,had come to the conclusion that water transport of inflammable substances was not safe. This, she explained,
was because of a serious explosion and loss of life that occured in Regents Park. Her source
of information obviously did not make it clear that the explosion happened in 1874 to a
boat carrying gunpowder!
After lunch the boat was untied and with the camera alternatively in front of the mast and
on the back cabin roof scenes were recorded of the old Wall’s arm and the wharf, now
fenced off, adjacent to the Nestle’s coffee factory. These scenes were accompanied by close
ups of Glenn explaining how these arms and wharves could easily and without vast expense
once again serve the industry alongside.
Some rather bumpy shots were taken as the boat turned up the Paddington arm at Bulls
Bridge. At this point the team nearly lost their cameraman from the cabin roof, courtesy of
the roving bridge at the junction. The cameraman, however, was unpeturbed. Once again
he lifted his expensive and heavy looking camera on his shoulder and walked up the rather
wobbly gang planks to the front of the boat. This he had done several times earlier with
great style and confidence.
As the team proceeded along the arm further scenes of the new power station’s fuel tanks
and other arms and canal side warehouses were recorded. All rather sadly ignoring the
passing waterway. The final recording was done at the A40 road bridge at Greenford. Here
the juggernauts performed to expectation as they thundered down the motorway to be.
The programme could have been more effective if a greater emphasis had been placed on
modern waterborne carrying systems. The director was really trying to capture the
traditional side of the canals. Despite this, the publicity gained has helped to show
Londoners that there are viable alternatives to more and more heavy goods vehicles in and
around their city.

R.B.

Living Afloat
BWB’s Amenity Services Division stated recently that a major proportion of their mail
comes from people who would like to live on the cut. It is not unknown for IWA General
Office to receive letters on this subject and of course the Residential Boat Owners
Association receive hundreds of letters a year asking for information and assistance.
RBOA have asked Windlass to mention that during the recording of the recent Radio 4
Checkpoint programme a BWB spokesman spelt out the Board’s official policy on
houseboatcertificates.
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Up to 20 jobless people aged 16-24 years old are being recruited to work on restoring locks

on the Basingstoke Canal at Deepcut in Surrey. The grant will provide full-time work to the
end of this year when the Canal Society’s £130,000 Job Creation Project, employing 45
people, comes to an end. In the new year it is hoped the Work Experience Scheme will be

extended and increased to give work to a maximum of 50 unemployed young people.
Since the Society’s first grant was made 18 months ago, Job Creation workers and weekend volunteers have completed the restoration of five of the fourteen Deepcut locks and three
more are nearing completion.

More recently work started on building lock gates in a specially constructed workshop built
over a disused Army swimming pool close to the canal at Deepcut.
The project, co-ordinated by Mr. Frank Jones, is being supervised by Surrey County
Council which is supplying the building materials. The Council is also maintaining its
dredging programme with a Hy-mac excavator which has cleared over six miles of the 16mile Surrey length of the canal, including a short stretch at Woking and between
Brookwood Bridge to Ash Vale.
Voluntary working parties are also continuing to make a significant contribution towards
restoration. A group of Canal Society volunteers have re-built Wilderness Weir above

Lock 28 and other members are working on Lock 16 and Lock 6 at Sheerwater.
Visiting parties are engaged on Lock 19 which has been ‘adopted’ by the Kent and East
Sussex branch of the Inland Waterways Association and members of the Southampton
Canal Society. At Lock 17 above Cowshott Bridge, Pirbright, members of the Waterway
Recovery Group meet regularly to complete restoration of the chamber following a
successful 4-week summer work-camp held during July. At the extreme eastern end of the
canal, Guildford branch members of the Inland Waterways Association are continuing to
work on Lock 1 at West Byfleet.
Extensive dredging remains the primary restoration task along the Hampshire section of
the canal. The Surrey and Hampshire Canal Society’s 70-ton steam powered floating
dredger ‘Perseverance’, manned by weekend volunteers, is now mid-way between Colt
Hill, Odiham and Barley Mow Bridge, Winchfield.
With the recent clearance of an 800 yard length of the canal by Hampshire County
Council, it is hoped the Society’s dredger will complete the re-opening of the four mile
section of the navigation from North Warnborough to Barley Mow Bridge early next year.
Completion will enable the Canal Society to extend the operating length ofits trip boat
‘John Pinkerton’ and so offer additional cruises next season.
Hampshire County Council is currently dredging the three mile length of the canal between
Farnborough Road Bridge and Pondtail Bridge, Fleet.
Dredging operations are expected to speed up with the opening of a new silt dumping site at
Lousy Moor, west of Sandy Hill Bridge.

Moving the dragline used for emptying the mud barges from the Broad Oak dump site
proved a difficult operation as the only way of retreat was across the silt - which proved to
be less firm than it looked!
With the commissioning of a second tug, ‘Pledge; joining ‘Sparkle’, bought with a £1,000
donation from Johnson Wax at Frimley, dredging progress will be accelerated - thanks to
the many hours’ work put in by Brian Bane and Nigel Durley.
Meanwhile the JCP team continue making good progress with lock 24 completed and the
chambers of locks 21-23 nearing completion.
The ground paddle culverts have been restored on locks 26-28 which now only need gates.
The first set are now being built in the new workshop at Deepcut.
JCP workers have also been restoring the derelict dry dock above lock 28 which will
eventually be used for maintenance work on trip boats, including the John Pinkerton.
The section east of Fleet, between Pondtail and Farnborough Road bridges has been
drained and a pair of Hymac excavators - yes, two - have taken up residence. The Hymacs
started at the Farnborough Road end and have already passed Claycart Bridge.
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book in advance. Cheques should be made out to Waterway Recovery Group and sent to
the Box Office at 74 Grange Park Avenue, Winchmore Hill, London N21 2LL.
Floor singers welcome. Dress optional - but preferable.

There is more than doubt as to
destructive by throwing dirt. It is a
spend theirlives that way. Sensible c

wrg counterpoint
reprinted from wrg navvies seventy-two

years a more constructive approach
more of “Rover” please unless he c
facts and not unsubstantiated rumot

It now transpires that in their wisdom, the guardians of our waterways have purchased
three police launches (built on the Thames no less) at a cost of £12,000 each! Which if you
think aboutit is £36,000 plus operating expenses out of the maintenance budget, as well as
being an insulting kick in the groin for the bods who work and actually do something
useful on the waterways themselves.
Apart from the tragic waste of limited resources (could these bounty hunters not manage
just as well with a dinghy and an outboard motor?) think of the effect this must have on the
fast-diminishing WORKING workforce. They take home a pittance, after a useful day’s
work and they are no-doubt overjoyed to see hard-fought for cash being squandered on
this latest bit of official empire-building. Really, the Board handle their labour relations
with about as much delicacy as a hung-over demolition worker, and they wonder why they
have problems.
As Melburyland doesn’t seem able to remember that they actually have bods working out
in the open - on the track, it wouldn’t occur to them that the very necessary task of licencemoney collection could be given to the maintence staff, who could be given a bonus of say
£5 for every evader brought to heel. No, that’s too simple, what would their computer do
GKP
then.

Yours sincerely,

I was very pleased to see Rover resus
I cannot see what the objection is
weapon is words and if anyone fee
Perhaps some members are too conc
do not own boats, have possibly onl;
but a small way, to help with the co:
others.
Rover would be welcometovisit us c

This editorial was followed almost immediately by the next two paragraphs, which made an

G.R. Hutson.

ironic counterpoint to BWB’s profligate expenditure on their patrol boats.
More than grateful thanks to the Northampton Branch of IWA who have very kindly
donated the magnificent sum of £300 to WRG for the purchase of a rather-more-newish
dumper. This is one of a long series of donations we have received from this direction.
Donations of £300 reveived from the Stoke-on-Trent Branch IWA and £500 from the
North-West Region IWA towards the restoration fund for the Frankton-Queens Head
section of the Mongtomery Canal.
And didn’t we read somewhere that the K & ACT were trying to raise £10,000 per lock to
pay BWB to make gates for the Caen Hill Flight. Just think nearly 4 locks could have been

regated for £30,000, the other way of looking atit is that all those hard working fund raisers
on the K & A have just bought three patrol boats. Or is it that we all have our priorities
wrong? Ed.

Your Letters
The Editor,

Windlass

Elm Lane,

Lower Early, Reading.

DearSir,

In Edition No. 145 you suggest that “Rover” may again have his words published but as
probably one of the longest (in time and maybe height) members of the IWA I agree that
you should only publish if he reveals his name and address. If every letter was anonymous
where would we be.
It is a good principle of journalism, followed by the professionals “if in doubt, cut it out”.
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In the past the IWA has suffered fr

D.D. Hutchings

The Editor,
Windlass.
DearSir,

The Editor,
Windlass.
Dear Sir,

I read, not so much with horror, bi
from Miss Fenley (I assume I use the
Fenley’s general knowledge of a
complimented and I am sure that al
put straight about the WRG Northw
The correspondent, who ever he o
Waterway Recovery Group gener
Roadshow in particular. He or she
humour and sense of proportion th
pity that Miss Fenley’s only comm
objective, whether we apply such tal
the production of magazines like Wi
beings whose strength lies in our uni
important problems that affect our
So, correspondent, who ever you au
don’t become disheartened. If you h
would have done?
Yours faithfully,
Jane Bird.
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book in advance. Cheques should be made out to Waterway Recovery Group and sent to
the Box Office at 74 Grange Park Avenue, Winchmore Hill, London N21 2LL.
Floor singers welcome. Dress optional - but preferable.

wrg counterpoint
reprinted from wrg navvies seventy-two
It now transpires that in their wisdom, the guardians of our waterways have purchased
three police launches (built on the Thames no less) at a cost of £12,000 each! Which if you
think aboutit is £36,000 plus operating expenses out of the maintenance budget, as well as
being an insulting kick in the groin for the bods who work and actually do something
useful on the waterways themselves.
Apart from the tragic waste of limited resources (could these bounty hunters not manage
just as well with a dinghy and an outboard motor?) think of the effect this must have on the
fast-diminishing WORKING workforce. They take home a pittance, after a useful day’s
work and they are no-doubt overjoyed to see hard-fought for cash being squandered on
this latest bit of official empire-building. Really, the Board handle their labour relations
with about as much delicacy as a hung-over demolition worker, and they wonder why they
have problems.

As Melburyland doesn’t seem able to rememberthat they actually have bods working out
in the open - on the track, it wouldn’t occurto them that the very necessary task of licencemoney collection could be given to the maintence staff, who could be given a bonus of say
£5 for every evader brought to heel. No, that’s too simple, what would their computer do
then.

GKP

This editorial was followed almost immediately by the next two paragraphs, which made an
ironic counterpoint to BWB’s profligate expenditure on their patrol boats.
More than grateful thanks to the Northampton Branch of IWA who have very kindly
donated the magnificent sum of £300 to WRG for the purchase of a rather-more-newish
dumper. Thisis one of a long series of donations we have received from this direction.
Donations of £300 reveived from the Stoke-on-Trent Branch IWA and £500 from the
North-West Region IWA towards the restoration fund for the Frankton-Queens Head
section of the Mongtomery Canal.
And didn’t we read somewhere that the K & ACT were trying to raise £10,000 per lock to

pay BWB to make gates for the Caen Hill Flight. Just think nearly 4 locks could have been
regatedfor £30,000, the other way of looking atit is that all those hard working fund raisers
on the K & A have just bought three patrol boats. Or is it that we all have our priorities
wrong? Ed.
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Yours sincerely,
D.D. Hutchings

The Editor,
Windlass.
DearSir,

I was very pleased to see Rover resus
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The correspondent, who ever he o

Waterway Recovery Group gener:

Your Letters
The Editor,
Windlass

Elm Lane,
Lower Early, Reading.

DearSir,

In Edition No. 145 you suggest that “Rover” may again have his words published but as
probably one of the longest (in time and maybe height) members of the IWA I agree that
you should only publish if he reveals his name and address. If every letter was anonymous
where would we be.
It is a good principle of journalism, followed by the professionals “if in doubt, cut it out”.
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Bridge Road,
Acton, W.3.

DearSir,
Do we really have to put up with small minded letters defending imagined slights to one or
the other of the Messrs Palmer? Also who cares whether there is an ‘S’ in Waterways or
not.
I hope that this kind of correspondence is not typical of the kind of mentality of IWA
members as a whole, but an awful lot of the correspondents do seem to be complaining
about something or other - why can’t they get out and do something like attend a working
party, or shoot Rover the next time he’s caught worrying sheep for instance?
Yours faithfully,
Sylvia Parrish.

P.S. Pm glad Rover's back, but he should be at the back of the magazine, then I wouldn't
have to read silly letters anyway.

The Editor,
Windlass.

Finsbury Park Road,
London, N4.

DearSir,
With reference to the “Editorial” in Windlass 146, may I echo the cry of “where are we
all”. Not oneletter or new membership form filled in despite the offer of a bottle of bubbly.
May I suggest one way in which we can all help. Why not buy an IWA lapel badge and wear
it always. Friends, and those in the queue to buy a pint etc, will then ask whatit denotes. A
well considered reply will have broken the ice and hopefully paved the way for another new
member.
Yours faithfully,
Len House.

Obviously I mis-judged the commitment and involvement of our membership because
there has still not been even one new member signed up as a result of my suggestion. The
bottle of bubbly is therefore now no longer on offer, perhaps Len’s idea might be a bit
more successful. Ed.

The Editor,
Windlass

Richings Park,
Iver, Bucks.

DearSir,
Windlass No. 146.
Arising out of your latest edition and the other odd idea besides, may I become a bit of a
“Rover” myself?
i
Taking your Editorial (and a few similar comments that have been made in other places at
other times), the reason, I feel, why so few people turn up at Canal Society meetings in
generalis that we take to the canals like the whale took to the sea - to escape crowds and to
get away from an unfriendly ‘‘civilisation’’. Most people who sail canals are natural
introverts who just want to “get away from it all” so the last thing that attracts most of us
is social gatherings or even National Rallies if we can decently get out of them without
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The Editor,
Windlass.

feeling that we are ‘‘letting the side
are letting others do the work as w
earlier life I was Chairman, Secreta
or social organisations. Added to
different committees but I feel that
others do a bit.
Just what sort of meeting place are (
several in this area of South Bucks(
What about The Rachings Park Sp
had canal meetings there before - tw
reasonable notice).
Why did “a few have to be dissi
clockwise”? It is the only way that r
Having spent about 4 years cruising
can quite often be 3 - 5 Knots in pla
canal narrow-boats. Unless one has
comfortable to have a currentlike t
not backwards. Just one morebit o
the tide tables beforehand and mak
At all costs avoid Brentford docks c
“cowboys” racing around in tugs
furthermore, they let the lighters |
without any attempt to secure them.
Last but not least, what is this ak
member for many years and have1
things?
Yours faithfully,
Alan J. Seal.

So far all the letters to the Editor a
people, or those who have been cor
emphasise the points made in the W
received but as yet no one seems to

The Editor,
Windlass.
Dear Sir,

Yesterday I phoned the BWB infor:
‘Is the Hertford Union Canal Ope:
“The Hertford Union Canal? er, (
17
I said I thought it was.
“I think I had better pass you over
The fast talking Canalphone man
said that since nobody had told hi
gently pointed out that two hours
planks in, lock gates open both enc
the-very dry bed of the canal, and
said he would enquire of the peopl:
ring me back. I asked to betold th
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been unable to gain any information on the matter, although there was a scheduled
stoppage at Salmons Lane Lock on the alternative route for the last two weeks 30/10/78.
I also understood that BWB would not close both through routes to the Midlands
simultaneously (from BWB’s Waterways News, I believe) but Canalphone now says that
both the Oxford Canal and Braunston Tunnel are closed “till further notice””.

Can any reader please answerthe following questions on the Regent's Canal towpath:1. How many days is it since the local authorities began to take over the towpath (and
immediately barricaded the section through the zoo) and on how many of those days has it
been possible to use the towpath to tow a boat along the whole of the Regent’s Canal? (Yes
that IS why it’s called a towpath so would somebody please tell the local authorities).
2. When wasit last, and when will it next be, possible to use the whole of the towpath for
it’s real purpose?
Yours faithfully,
R.V. Bingham.
BWB in their Additional Stoppage Notice 11/78 dated 24.10.78 announced that there
would be a stoppage on the Hertford Union “due to engineering work on towpath walls
etc”from 23.10.78 to 3.11.78, presumably they forgot to tell the Canalphone man that this
had overrun!! Ed.

The Editor,
Windlass.

Lambourne Drive,
Cox Green, Maidenhead.

there can be no accusations of comi
Which brings us back to Windlass.
anyone can measure - and because
because we don’t care about the Wz
has been said in the minutes of over
Now, about those membership for
fanatical enthusiasm for waterway
since I value my friends and do n
force upon them the obligation to
might be very much more expensiv
the right direction.
I am sure that membership recruit
meetings, rallies and through the m
not print the membership applicati
but what's the point of sending ар)
but when I’ve finished reading my 『
room - or on a train seat or in the |
Life or last Tuesday’s Evening New
Sincerely,
Chris Cove-Smith.
The Editor,
Windlass.

DearSir,

Dear Sir,

I read your Editorial with a certain amount of interest. The perennial problem of not
enough people willing to join committees is obviously not a new one. Although London
Branch’s *‘Official’’ Publicity Officer I confess I have never attended a Branch Committee
Meeting because they are held on Tuesdays. However I can and do attend meetings of the
Planning Sub-Committee because they are held on a Thursday. For many peoplethis is a
major stumbling block to joining committees - another is whereabouts do they meet? 40
miles or 40 yards away.
I was faced with yet another nasty problem last night, for, after attending a Planning SubCommittee Meeting in Westminster I returned home, arriving at my local station car-park
at midnight to discover my car had been vandalised to the tune of rather more than £100
worth of damage during the evening. If I had not attended the meeting and I had picked up
my car at 6 p.m. as usual this unfortunate incident would never have occured.
So you see, there are a number of considerations before we are willing to join Committees.
What can we do about it? I am convinced that plenty of useful work is done, possibly a lot
more useful than in Committees, by individual members conducting the battles on their
own, providing they are kept informed, and that they keep other members informed of
whatis going on.
Meetings can be a dreadful waste of time. Committees can be bogged down and decide
nothing. In fact the production of paper, which I believe “Rover” attributes to the
Osterley Lock Cottage, never occurred. Most ofit was settled on the blower. (Rover also
mentions this.) But, paper production is not a bad thing. Once ideas are down on paper,
paper can be posted, circulated, altered upon, and re-written to the point where you can
shoot the whole lot at the fellow you want to take action. He has no excuse notto, it’s all
there in black and white in front of him.
A helluva lot of time can be saved‘in Committee meetings by this method. Provided
reports, plans, recommendations etc. are disseminated to as wide a readership as possible
before the event - proceedings can be speeded up. Such reports can go to outsiders so that

Many people are becoming worried
on the Broads - by the noise, smell,
now entirely satisfied that:
a) Low speed craft (in particular tl
normal day’s cruising using battery
b) The installation and running cos
those of internal combustion eng
greatly reduced.
¢) Overnight charging points can
inland waters.
“Electra of Emsworth’ cruised th
back through Birmingham, a total«
were made for charging points herí
mains supply and the petrol gener
:
used.
On this cruise most of the charging
quite a number at private houses o
help a boat which makes no noise o
During the whole of this cruise, anc
“Electra” has required no mainte:
with distilled water once a fortnight
Whilst such haphazard arrangemes
only battery electric boat cruising e
notwork if many craft were so equi
A detailed inspection of some hunc
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are not many stretches of waterway

with mains power close to the bank
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or private house. Where mains power is available the installation of suitable charging
points will usually be neither particularly difficult nor prohibitively expensive. The
provision of such points and the method of paying for the current consumed is being
discussed with the Electricity Council who have already given a great deal of advice and
material help with this project.
Shropshire Union Cruises Limited have sent to Emsworth one of their 40 foot hire cruisers
to be converted to battery/electric propulsion and plan to operate this in their charter fleet
in 1979. It is intended to choose a particular route or routes for this boat and to arrange
suitable points along it. If this trial is successful it is probable that other craft in the fleet
will gradually be converted.
Battery/electric propulsion benefits not only the occupants of any boat so equipped
because of the absence of vibration and noise in their own boat but also all other users of
the canal, including fishermen, walkers and wildlife.
Emsworth Yacht Harbour Ltd. would be glad to discuss this project with any IWA
member who is interested in this pollution free new system.
Yours faithfully,
P.D. Gick.
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Carlton Road,
Ealing, W5

DearSir,

As your excellent article on the Montgomery Canal Restoration says, this restoration is one
of the mostattractive schemes in Britain and as the article also makes plain, a lot of work

has been done, and is being done along the whole length from Welshpool to Welsh
Frankton.
Readers who are unable to join WRG in its work near Welsh Frankton may be wondering
what they can do to help. The answer is: Write letters to Powys County Council, expressing
support forthe restoration and criticizing their plan to continue dropping bridges!
It may seem incredible, with 7 miles of the canal re-opened and the rest being worked on,
but Powys C.C. are still doubting whether the canal will ever be re-opened. They want to
lower bridge no.9(Williams Bridge) right in the middle of a recently restored section of the
canal, on the grounds of road maintenance costs! BWB, for once, is resisting this plan.
land many other members of the Shropshire Union CanalSociety have written to:
County Councillor W.J.G. Evans,
Chairman, Powys County Council,
Powys County Hall,

Llandrindod Wells,
Powys, LDI1 SLE.

Every letter written is a great help in persuading Powys C.C. that the canal will be reopened and is a worthwhile project. Anyone needing further information about the
restoration work should readthe article in September’s “Waterways World”.
Yours faithfully,
R.G. Wilkinson.
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and opening more of the towpath. I am glad to see that the Regent’s Canal is back in water
again at St. Pancras after the fire at the old Woolworth warehouse a few weeks ago. The
canal had to be de-watered to permit fallen masonry to be removed.
Northside Developments have yet again put in a planning application to erect a five-storey
building at Camden Lock. Once again the proposalis to build over the North East Basin
which at the last public enquiry the Inspector considered to be wrong since this would
prevent the Basin ever being re-opened. Needless to say the Branch will be lodging an
objection and supporting the Camden Lock Tenants Association in their long drawn-out
fight.
“A BCD’ Group Report
The Branch Arms, Basins, Cuts and Docks Group in nearing the completion of its initial
survey. First reactions are that history is most confusing, and it is surprising how
conflicting the documentary evidence can be, not only on the names and ownership of
docks, but even exactly where they are, or were. Into the Group’s archives, however, have
come pathetic pleas to save this basin, that cut or the other arm, and in attempting to coordinate the efforts, so many threats of planning applications and development proposals
have found their way via the Planning Sub-Committee to the Group’s director, Chris
Cove-Smith, that he has now been persuaded to Chair a Navigation Sub-Committee for the
Branch.
:
At a time when the Port of London Authority is facing financial crisis, and British
Waterways Board are under threat of transformation into a National Waterways
Authority, along with the Upper Thames Authority and the Thames Conservancy Division
of the Thames Water Authority; London has particular navigational problems of its own.
Muchof the troublelies in the fragmentation of the London waterways between these three
main authorities and some lesser ones like the Dartford and Crayford Navigation
Commissioners and the privately owned Ilford Navigation or River Roding, above Barking
Creek.
Initial approaches are being made to other user organisations such as the River Thames
Society and the Association of Thames Yacht Clubs, not so much to turn the committee
into a conglomerate which could become so large as to be unworkable, but to keep
information flowing on the problems on the different types of navigation, be they
commercial, cruiseway or remainder status.
Some work has already been done as a result of the report on London Branch’s highly
successful ‘CC78’ cruise and this will be furthered by the Committee which would be very
pleased to hear from members of the Association who have interests or problems in
London’s waterways. Information on the work of the committee is available from the
Chairman, Chris Cove-Smith, 63, Lambourne Drive, Cox Green, Maidenhead, Berkshire,
SL6 3HN. Tel. (evenings) Maidenhead (0628) 25620.

Hertfordshire Branch News & Events
All meetings are on Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock and are held at the Beehive Public
House, Beehive Lane, Welwyn Garden City.
Wednesday 31 January: Dr. David Hilling ‘Barge Carrying Systems’.
Wednesday 28 February: Malcolm Braine ‘Black Country Narrow Boats’.
Wednesday 14 March: Joint meeting GUCS.*
Wednesday 28 March: AGM (Followed by talk from Graham Palmer ‘We dig canals.).
Wednesday 25 April: Dr. David Owen ‘The Boat Museum’

*This meeting will be held at the Rickmansworth Hockey Club (off A412 at bottom of
Scot’s Hill)
Grand Union Canal - Wendover Arm
The Branch is co-operating with the Grand Union Canal Society and the Chiltern Society in
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clearance of the over grown towp:
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Perhapshisvisit will inspire Branch members to turn out and restore Langford Cut, off our
own C & B N or resume helping on the River Stour with Ipswich Branch!!!
The Branch had a stand at the recent “Wings and Wheels”? extravaganza , organised by the
Chelmsford Round Table at Hylands Park, when thousands of people attended the two
day event. Four new members were enrolled and sales worth £53 were rung up. David
Moore was in charge and was grateful for the assistance given by committee members in
manning the stand.
Branch Punt
The Branch Punt, which disappeared early this summer from its moorings next to
“Susan”, was found about half a mile away, apparently little the worse for its adventures.
Since it is now longer being used in connection with the repairs to “Susan” it has been
decided to make it again available for use by Branch members. For the present, however, it
has been decided not to return it to its base at Chelmsford Boating Club but for it to be
kept at Paper Mill Lock under the charge of Paper Mill Boat Owners Club, who may use it
from time to time for maintenance. Persons wishing to use the punt for pleasure purposes
should contact Chris Cooper, who has a set of paddles.
New Bridge on the Chelmer
A new footbridge has now been built on the River Chelmer, above the navigable limit. It
has a headroom of only 4 feet. As part of the Branch campaign of eventually extending the
navigation upstream, representations were made to the Borough Council in an attempt to
get the bridge built to a headroom of 7 feet, in accordance with the recommendations of
the Sports Council. The Branch was supported by local canoeists who objected to the
restricted headroom. However, the Council did not change the proposals, mainly because
work had already started by the time their officers decided to investigate the
representations!! They had neglected to consult the Branch, in spite of the letter we sent in
June 1978 setting out our views after being informed of the proposal by the local Amenity
Society. Bureaucracy rules OK!

Oxford & South Bucks Branch News & Events
All meetings are held on the second Wednesday of each month at 8 pm and are held at the
Morris Radiators Sports and Social Club, Frenchay Road, North Oxford.
Wednesday 10 January: Waterways of England and Wales - vintage films by John
Humphries on working boatsetc.
Wednesday 14 February: Thames Sailing Barges - illustrated talk by John Eddy, member
of Thames Barge Sailing Club and Society for Spritsail Barge Research.
Reminder - Book now for your 1979 boating holiday aboard ‘‘Mooncalf’’, the Banbury
Section’s boat which is available for hire. Details from Pam Pugh.
We are pleased to be able to announce that the Banbury and Bucks sections do still exist.
Bucks Meetings
Held at “The Crown” in Old Amersham (The Bailey Room) 7.30 pm for 8 pm.
Thursday 18 January: Waterway Recovery Group Talk by Graham Palmer.
Thursday 22 February: Joint meeting with Grand Union Canal Society.

The Bucks Section also hold monthly ‘get togethers’ on the first Monday of each month at

the same venue (8.30 pm). Please contact David Atkins on Chesham 3019.
Banbury Meetings
Held at “The Buck and Bell”*, North Bar, Banbury. (7.30 pm for 8.00 pm)
Tuesday 30 January: Cheese and Wine Party. Contact Irene Pain, Cropredy 419, for details.

The Chairman and Committee would like to take this opportunity in wishing all Branch
members a happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year. We have had a very successful
year and hopethat given the support we have received in the past, 1979 will be a year of
success and profit.
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any suggestions please speak todayt
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Wanted
Have any of our membersa large pre
regular monthly meetings? If so plea
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We have in our possession two yez
please to Pam - proceeds to Oxford|
Lastly it is with deep regret that we|
19 October, 1978. Mary had been m
Section of IWA and both Mary and
events. Mary will be missed by ma
Taphouse our Branch president. A

Michael Sobell House, Churchill Ho

Guildford & Reading B

Friday 26 January: Peter Currell w
Waterways. Held at Centre Halls W
Friday 23 February: Anthony Burto

meeting with the K & A Trust. Held

Friday 30 March: AGM, plus watery

Friday 27 April: John Humphries
This is a joint meeting with the Wey
Godalming.
All meetings timed 7.30 for 8.00.
Basingstoke Canal - Lock One
Work is progressing on the top cill
the lock pumped dry, good head-v
Working party dates are usually the
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you only have an hour or two to spa:
River Wey
The National Trust have advised us
1979. Mooring fees will be increased
by approximately 10%.
A new 60ft dredger, costing £11,000
envisaged for 1979.
River Thames
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opposite Winter Hill, who has cha
bank. There are no notices re moors
Fund-Raising
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The winners on this occasion were|
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Volunteer Required
Our very popular side-show is take
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anyone who would like to man this stand. Please ring Marlow 4575.
Nauto-Jumble ’79
- This will be on February 25th, at Guildford Waterside Centre, and will take a similar form
to our Chandlery Sales of previous years. We still await your calls regarding items for sale,
and don’t forget that larger items, boats etc., are sold on a commission basis. Please ring
Brian Percy at Marlow 4575, or Vic Trott at Woking 68607.
Woking Members
It is hoped to start operating a marketstall at Woking in the New Year, this will be in the
form of a sales stand. Any members living in the area who can spare a few hours on a
Saturday to help man thestall, please ring Jeff Holman at Woking 63811.

Solent & Arun Branch News & Events
Daunted not by the experience of our two meetings this season having their attendances
thinned by the Autumn's two foggiest days, we have two more top class meetings arranged
for the Spring.
Make a date in those new diaries or calendars now; these talks are just too good to miss.
Judged by the obvious enjoyment had by the people who came, our Autumn meetings were
successful. Dave Gerry gave an interesting and enthusiastic account of the Basingstoke
Canal, leaving us with not only an understanding of its chequered history but impressed by
the effort and skill that has made certain its re-opening.
At Portsmouth ‘Teddy’ Edwards, in confabulatory style to suit our cabaret seating plan,
shone like a beacon in the Shannon as he kept us entertained all evening with slides and
stories from Ireland.
Now the details for the Spring.
Friday 9 February Worthing meeting
We have booked a big hall at the Sixth Form College, near Durrington Station for a talk by
John Gagg entitled ‘“Cruising in Circles’ meeting starts at 7.45 pm. Thisis a joint meeting
with the Wey and Arun Canal Trust.
Incidentally, S & A members and friends have been invited to attend W 8: ACT”s “Canal
Evening” to be held on Friday 2 February at Cranleigh Village Hall (off the A281
Horsham-Guildford road). Meeting starts at 7.30 pm and will feature a film and a talk by
Peter Beresford, their Chairman.
Friday 16 March AGM and Chichester meeting
We know many people dislike AGM’s so we promise no long speeches. There will be plenty
of time to question the Committee but we will start at 7.00 pm. sharp to give Paul Vine,

author of London's Lost Route to the Sea, plenty of time to elaborate on his theme ‘Old
and New Methods of Waterway Restoration’.
Are you a restoration purist (want everything as it used to be) or a restoration radical
(navigability before authenticity)? Come and hear what Paul Vine has to say and maybe get
a new insight into the restoration movement.
By the way, if you can’t get to Chichester by the early start please feel free to walk in at
any time during the formal business. It won’t disturb the committee and we’d rather see you late than never. We hopeto let Paul Vine take the floor soon after 8.30 pm.

Windlass Advertising Rates
Display Whole page £40, Half page £22, Quarter page £12, Small display box £7.
Classified First 15 words £1.12, thereafter Sp per word.

HOUSE FOR SALE. S/D, Five bedrooms, lounge, dining room, c/h, garage, large garden
backs Basingstoke Canal. Offers about £36,000. Tel. Brookwood. 4293.
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Arms in Marsham Street) overheard plans being laid the other night right outside the DoE
building by a bunch of bearded idiots who were muttering about a Planning Sub-Committee
meeting they had just been to and what fun it was going to be, as now that they had
virtually reached the top of the DoE building with one paper mountain labelled ‘Planning’
they were going to start another one marked ‘Navigation’. I think they’ll probably win.
Old Jock (a very respectable pedigree Aberdeen terrier) who looks after the Grosvenor
Canal for me, is, of course, delighted. ‘Ye ken that’ll keep the Cory leeters in an’ oot 0”
here furr years!’ he growled.
Leafing through my bookcase for something boring enough to put me to sleep one night I
found a copy of IWA Bulletin, April 1962. It was such a good read, all 100 pages of it, that
I never did get tosleep, which may account for the typing errors. “The object of the
Association shall be to advocate the use, maintenance and development of the inland
waterways of the British Isles and in particular to advocate and promote the restoration to
good order of every navigable waterway; and the fullest use of every navigable waterway by
both commercial and pleasure traffic.”
Compare this with the watered down version presently printed in Waterways, and then
think of the subtle changes in Association policy that these current objects indicate.
After being dragged round London last March on CC’78 I’ve been sniffing round the
Thames. It makes a change after the cut with the water going up and down and in and out
but there’s nigh on almost as much muck in it. They also have some daft ideas like the
suggestion to eliminate the big island off Chiswick by Fullers Brewery. I can wade across
when the water goes out to chase the birds on the sanctuary but Hounslow council said it
would cost too much to stop it being washed away. There was a bit of a stink from the
locals(!) especially when they realised it carried the main Acton sewer outfall so the Council
dropped the plan and will spend £40,000 next year to put the banks right. (Sorry, more
lavatorial humour, smack paw, bad dog!)
There’s a lot more rivers in London than I reckoned for too, and I’ve just found one that’s
supposed to be navigable by boats, although I didn’t see any when I sniffed my way up the
River Crane just up river from Brentford. Some of the WRGly boys will have to have a go
at cutting back the trees before any boats can go up it but the Harbourmaster says they can
have a go provided they dont drop the cuttings in the river.
Talking about Brentford theres a socking great dock there hidden behind the new flats with
no boats in it. Its got yet another Council running it, this time the GLC and they don’t
seem to know what they're going to do with it. Neither it seems do the BWB with their
Limehouse Basin or Regents Canal Dock as I think they call it. There ain’t many boatsin it
these days although someone has plans to put a new scrap yard there and ship the steel
away by boat. That’ll be alright provided they don’t want to stop me running right round
the dock. By the way, I looked out over the edge at the river and the big tier of barges just
above the lock which the boats nearly ran into on the Easter Cruise has now gone to be
replaced by a lot oflittle noddyboat buoys.
Getting back on the cut, Hounslow Council have been given the job of widening the Great
West Road Bridge below Clitheroes, I have scrambled up the bank to the towpath here but
it would be much easierif they’d do whatI telled them and put in some propersteps.
Theystill keep knocking things down withouttelling me as well, the glass warehouse at
Shepherdess Walk used to be one of the few buildings worth stopping to look at round
Hackney way,it was there in May but the site was bare when I next looked round and now
they wantto stick up a single storey factory unit there. I hear they also want to knock down
the Westinghouse building alongside Battlebridge Basin where the London Narrow Boat
owners have got their moorings. They're perfectly good buildings and although I wouldn't
reckon them to be of all that historical importance it’d muck up the view ofthe basin if they
went. But then the Woolworths warehouse by Camley Street above St. Pancras Lock was
burnt down last month. I was surprised to hearthat it wasn’t a canal building at all but was
built to store Burton Beer brought down by railway.
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I can’t get into Paddington Basin to
although they have plans to open u
round it so that I won't be able to s
will remember my antagonism for the

Well, it’s all on again with proposals
Grrrr grrr grrr. 1 spent ages barking
and now it seems that we're all going
Oh and bythe way, in case you wond

réchauffé means a fresh concoction o

recherché means carefully chosen, pe
réclame means art or practise by whic

Eatcha heart out, Robert Robinson!

Windlass New Year Qu

If we haven’t given you enough to
worry. Here's your chance not only1
of the difficult to obtain ‘Flower of(
Study the photograph reproduced b
know the answers send them to the E
1979. The results and the winner's na
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where was the photograph taken?
On which canal?
When was this canal completed?
What are the lock dimensions?
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Stop Press
On Monday 4 December, 1978, BWB salaried staff were due to commence a ‘work to rule’,

although as a spokesman pointed out, as there is no rule book, this would amount to a
withdrawal of co-operation.The union concerned, NALGO, have ordered this action due
to BWB's inability to meet their pay demands because of the Governments pay
‘guidelines’, and also the Board’s refusal to discuss the matter with NALGO. The potential
effects of this action (that is, inaction) could be disastrous. All co-operation with voluntary
groups will cease, no further work will be done on Fraenkel projects, all work on the S
&SYN will stop. Because salaried staff are normally on call for flood-relief work, and will
not now turn out in emergencies, Area Engineers may well have to lower levels in certain
critical pounds, such as major parts of the BCN and the long pound in London, by up to
two feet. Apart from the criminal waste of water in what are virtual drought conditions,this
will effectively stop navigation of the affected waterways, and make life impossible for
boat owners, especially if residential.
The Murrells, already reeling from the double blow of the bread strike suspending their
newly established grain trade and the three week stoppage which halted the lime juice boats,
could now face a long hard winter and the possibility of losing the lime juice traffic
permanently. As usual, of course, all parties are desperately sorry for the inconvenience
caused to the public at large, and as usual the only losers seem to be the waterways. Pause
for hollow laughter!
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Archive Canal Film Show
Don’t forget this event taking place in the Lecture Theatre of the Museum of London,
EC2 on February 15 1979. There are two performances, one at 6.15pm and one at 8pm,
price £1.
Full details of the completely new programme were given in the last issue of Windlass.
Those of you who attended the show at the same venue last May will appreciate the need to
book early, if you have not already done so, for tickets are already selling very fast.
However, there arestill some left, so please use the booking form below and send it off to
Len House as soon as possible.

Archive Film Show
i

Ticket Application

Museum of London, EC2. February 15 1979
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Tickets Required at £1

Performance

Remittance
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6.15pm
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8.00pm
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Please send remittance (payable to IWA) and SAE to:
Len House, 69 Finsbury Park Road, London N4 2JY. Telephone: 01-226 1775,
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